
Wiring Diagram:

SMART BEACON REMOTE CONTROL (RGB + CCT) 
INSTRUCTIONS  

PAIRING INSTRUCTIONS:

PRODUCT INFORMATION:

WHAT’S IN THE BOX:

TROUBLESHOOTING:

LIMITED WARRANTY: CLEANLIFE® Smart products are warranted to be free and clear of defects in materials and workmanship for a period of three years from the date of purchase. This 
warranty covers defects in manufacturing discovered while using the product as recommended by the manufacturer and does not apply to failures caused by acts of God or as a result 
of any abuse, misuse, abnormal use, or use in violation of any applicable standard, code, or instructions for use in installations. If a CLEANLIFE® Smart product fails due to a defect 
covered by this warranty, CLEANLIFE® will, at its option, either replace the product or provide a credit equal to the current price CLEANLIFE® charges for the product. To make a warranty 
claim, retain the failed products and notify a CLEANLIFE® sales representative in writing within thirty (30) days of the failure.

• If the light does not respond when pressing a button on the remote, press the button one more time. 
 When the remote is not used for a period of time, it may require two presses.

• Compatibility List:
 CL-SMRT-A19-9W-RGB2765-2PK-WBLE-01
 CL-SMRT-6DL-12W-RGB2765-2PK-WBLE-01

   note: future products may be compatible with this remote 

3-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY:

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY BEFORE USING YOUR DEVICE.
Save these instructions, as you may need them at a later date.

Thank you for purchasing CLEANLIFE® Smart Lighting Products

(1) Remote Control with
(1) DL/CR 2025 battery included

(1) Remote Control Holder with 
(1) piece 3M double sided adhesive tape

1. In order to pair the remote to a compatible smart light, the smart light must first be paired to the App.

2. After the smart light is paired to the App, turn the smart light off at the switch or outlet for 10 seconds.

3. Turn the smart light back on and hold the power button on the remote until the smart light flashes. Once the smart light flashes, the  
    remote is paired to the smart light.

The power button turns the light On/Off. 
The power button also serves as the 
button that pairs the remote to the light. 
The light must first be paired to the App.

The K+ button changes the 
white color to a cooler light. 

The K- button changes the 
white color to a warmer light.

The Scene button cycles through the 
scenes that are preloaded onto the 
App. (The button is limited on how 
many scenes it can cycle through.)

The night light button changes the 
light to a warm color at 5% brightness.

The + sun button increases 
the brightness.

The – sun button decreases 
the brightness.

The RGB button cycles through colors 
such as red, green, blue, purple etc.

Technical Support Information

Hours: 8:30am - 5:00pm Est (Monday - Friday)
1-800-316-2532

support@cleanlife.com

MODEL:  CL-SMRT-BCR-BK-RGBT-01

Indicator Light

DL/CR 2025 Battery Compartment
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